German Shepherd Dog Club of America
Northwest Futurity/Maturity
Sunday, May 12, 2019
Judge: Tiffany Bartley

German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Junior) Dogs


German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Intermediate) Dogs


German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Senior) Dogs


German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Junior) Bitches


German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Intermediate) Bitches


German Shepherd Dogs, Futurity (Senior) Bitches


German Shepherd Dogs, Amateur Futurity (Amateur Int/Sr) Bitches


German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Junior) Dogs


German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Senior) Dogs


German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Junior) Bitches


624 2 Sharlen's Kiss My Brass. DN50059712 5/28/2017 Breeder: Tami Howard Tracy radigan Channing sheets . Sire: GCH CH Kennelwood’ s Man U Man Dam: CH Sharlen's Ask Me If I Care Ca-She. Owner:Amy Roderick.

German Shepherd Dogs, Maturity (Senior) Bitches

